
Introduction

 Liver fibrosis is related to hepatocarcino-
genesis in patients with hepatitis C virus 
(HCV)-related chronic liver disease.1 The rate 
of carcinogenesis has been reported to be de-
pendent on the fibrosis grade in HCV-related 
chronic liver disease. Hence, accurate evalua-
tion of liver fibrosis over time is important 
in patients undergoing antiviral therapy. 
Moreover, planning imaging examinations 
at appropriate intervals is significant for 
early detection of cancer in patients with a 

high degree of fibrogenesis. Achievement of 
sustained virological response (SVR) with in-
terferon (IFN)-based therapy in patients with 
chronic hepatitis C virus (CHC) improves liv-
er fibrosis.2 Liver biopsy is the gold standard 
for evaluating liver fibrosis, but it is invasive 
in nature.3 Hence, it is difficult to perform in 
daily clinical practice to evaluate liver fibro-
sis sequentially in patients receiving antiviral 
therapy. Some serum markers of liver fibro-
sis and scoring systems for hepatic fibrosis 
are used in place of liver biopsy but are not 
well established. 
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Abstract　Liver fibrosis is related to hepatocarcinogenesis in patients with chronic 
hepatitis C. Real-time tissue elastography (RTE) is a useful tool for evaluating liver 
fibrosis. In this study, we investigated the clinical utility of RTE to sequentially eval-
uate liver fibrosis in 30 patients with chronic hepatitis C undergoing interferon-based 
therapy. We compared the change in liver fibrosis index measured by RTE before and 
after treatment with the change in aminotransferase-to-platelet ratio index. In addi-
tion, we compared them across patients who were divided into two groups based on 
pretreatment alanine transaminase (ALT) level. Liver fibrosis index at pretreatment 
and at achievement of sustained virological response were 2.27 and 1.94 (p=0.0003), 
respectively. The aminotransferase-to-platelet ratio index also decreased significantly 
from 0.78 to 0.40 (p<0.0001). The liver fibrosis index showed significant improvement 
in both the ALT elevated group (ALT≥31 IU/L) (p=0.0265) and the persistently nor-
mal ALT group (ALT<30 IU/L) (p=0.0234). By contrast, the aminotransferase-to-
platelet ratio index did not show significant improvement in the persistently normal 
ALT group (p=0.2813). We consider RTE as one of the non-invasive modalities, which 
can replace liver biopsy for sequential evaluation of liver fibrosis in patients with 
chronic hepatitis C.
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 Transient elastography (TE) (FibroScan) 
is the most popular elastography technique 
worldwide. Liver elasticity is correlated with 
liver fibrosis. FibroScan measures liver elas-
ticity by measuring the speed with which 
the shear wave is conducted in the liver.4 TE 
is also noninvasive and can be performed re-
peatedly over time. However, TE findings are 
influenced by hepatic inflammation, jaundice, 
and liver congestion.5 Furthermore, Coco et 
al.6 reported that using TE in patients with 
normal alanine transaminase (ALT) level by 
antiviral therapy or natural history, even if 
the same fibrosis stage, liver stiffness showed 
lower value than the patients with abnormal 
ALT level. Hence, real-time tissue elastogra-
phy (RTE) has emerged as a useful tool for 
evaluating liver fibrosis over time. RTE is 
categorized as strain elastography, which can 
visualize relative strain. The strain images 
show progressively increasing patchiness as 
the degree of liver fibrosis increases.7,8 Nine 
image feature values are extracted from each 
RTE image and have been reported to corre-
late with liver fibrosis.7 In addition, the liver 
fibrosis index (LFI) calculated from RTE has 
been proposed as a method for evaluating 
liver fibrosis in chronic viral hepatitis.8,9 TE 
findings may be affected by not only acute 
inflammation, but also chronic inflamma-
tion; on the other hand, RTE findings are 
not affected by them.8 In particular, RTE has 
the advantage of combining direct visualiza-
tion of liver parenchyma with liver stiffness 
measurements. This enables the operator to 
directly correlate the anatomical correspon-
dence between tissue elasticity and B-mode 
display, thus avoiding the subcapsular region 
and reducing the variability between mea-
surements. TE findings are correlated with 
RTE findings, and recent studies have shown 
a high level of accuracy in the diagnosis of 
liver cirrhosis with RTE.10 In this study, we 
aimed to investigate the clinical usefulness 
of RTE in the sequential evaluation of liver 
fibrosis in patients with CHC receiving IFN-
based therapy.

Materials and Methods

 This study was conducted in compliance 
with the ethical principles of the Declaration 

of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by 
the Institutional Review Board of Yamaguchi 
University Hospital.

Patients: Thirty patients with CHC under-
going liver biopsy at Yamaguchi University 
Hospital and receiving IFN-based therapy 
were enrolled between November 2011 and 
March 2015 to investigate the correlation be-
tween pathological liver fibrosis and various 
fibrosis parameters before and after therapy. 
In addition, we divided the 27 patients who 
achieved SVR into two groups based on pre-
treatment ALT level: the ALT elevated group 
(ALT≥31 IU/L, N=19) and the persistently 
normal ALT (PNALT) group (ALT<30 IU/L, 
N=8), to evaluate the influence of inflamma-
tion.

Fibrosis parameters: We analyzed various pa-
rameters related to liver fibrosis: RTE find-
ings, fibrosis 4 (FIB-4) index,11 aspartate ami-
notransferase-to-platelet ratio index (APRI),12 
and levels of type IV collagen and procollagen 
III peptide (P-3-P). We also compared ALT 
level to RTE and FIB-4 index, APRI, and P-
3-P. In the 30 patients receiving IFN-based 
therapy, the difference in RTE findings be-
fore and after IFN therapy was evaluated, 
and compared with serum fibrosis markers, 
FIB-4 index, and APRI. Venous blood sam-
ples were obtained from patients after over-
night fasting. We measured the serum levels 
of aspartate aminotransferase (AST), ALT, 
g-glutamyltransferase, albumin, total bili-
rubin, type IV collagen, P-3-P, and platelet 
count (Plt). The FIB-4 index was calculated 
as follows: age (years) × AST (IU/L)/Plt 
(×109/L) × √ALT(IU/L). The APRI was cal-
culated as follows: (AST [IU/L]/upper limit 
of normal AST range [IU/L])/Plt (×109/L) × 
100.

RTE: RTE was performed using HI VISION 
Ascendus (Hitachi Medical, Tokyo, Japan) 
with a linear probe (EUP-L52; central fre-
quency, 5.5 MHz). The ultrasound probe was 
placed in the right intercostal space, with the 
patient in the supine position. We set the ROI 
within the liver, avoiding large vessels and 
artifacts. The LFI was measured three times, 
and the mean value was calculated. RTE was 
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performed on the day of liver biopsy by two 
specifically trained physicians.

Liver histology: Ultrasound-guided percuta-
neous liver biopsy was performed with a 16-
G, 200-mm needle (SuperCore Biopsy Instru-
ment; Argon Medical Devices, Texas, USA). 
The liver biopsy specimens were analyzed by 
us and a pathologist who was blinded to the 
clinical data. Liver fibrosis stages and activ-
ity grades were estimated according to the 
New Inuyama classification of chronic hepa-
titis.13

Statistical analysis: Statistical analysis was 
performed using JMP® 9.0.2 (SAS Institute 
Japan, Tokyo, Japan). Unpaired and paired 
between-group comparisons were performed 
using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test and the 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test, Tukey test, re-
spectively.

Results

Patient characteristics
 Thirty patients with CHC receiving IFN-
based therapy are summarized in Table 1. 
Their median age was 60 (28-77) years, and 
treatments were as follows: pegylated in-
terferon (PEG-IFN) monotherapy, 2 cases; 
PEG-IFN plus ribavirin (RBV), 8 cases; PEG-
IFN plus RBV with telaprevir, 14 cases; and 
PEG-IFN plus RBV with simeprevir, 6 cases. 
Twenty-seven patients achieved SVR, 2 had a 
relapse, and 1 patient discontinued treatment 
due to adverse effects.

Difference between pretreatment and post-
treatment values of LFI and other parameters 
in patients who achieved SVR
 The changes in LFI, FIB-4 index, APRI (pre-
treatment and at the time SVR was detected), 
type IV collagen, and P-3-P levels (pretreat-
ment and posttreatment) are shown in Fig-
ure 1. The median LFI at pretreatment and 
at the time SVR was detected (6 months after 
therapy) were 2.27 and 1.94 (p=0.0003), respec-
tively. The FIB-4 index changed from 2.13 to 
1.93 (p=0.0543), and APRI decreased signifi-
cantly from 0.78 to 0.40 (p<0.0001). Type IV 
collagen and P-3-P levels were measured in 6 
patients before and at the end of the treat-
ment. The median type IV collagen levels at 
pretreatment and at the end of the treatment 
were 6.00 ng/ml and 6.45 mg/ml, respective-
ly. Thus, no significant improvement was 
found (p=0.5000). P-3-P levels changed from 
1.05 U/ml to 0.77 U/ml (p=0.0938), which was 
again not a significant improvement. In ad-
dition, 18 patients were followed up from be-
fore treatment to 1 year after SVR (Figure 2). 
The LFI significantly improved from 2.24 to 
2.01 with achievement of SVR (p=0.0013) and 
to 1.92 after 1 year (p=0.0006). 

Changes in LFI and APRI according to ALT 
levels (pretreatment and post-treatment)
 Both LFI and APRI showed improvement 
with SVR. However, in the ALT elevated 
group, both LFI and APRI decreased signifi-
cantly from 2.26 to 2.08 (p=0.0265) and from 
0.88 to 0.47 (p<0.0001), respectively (Figure 

Table 1　 Clinical characteristics and laboratory data of patients receiving interferon-based 
therapy.

Age (median min-max) 60(28-77)y.o.

Sex M:F 11:19(cases)

Genotype 1a:1b:2a:2b:3b 1:22:5:1:1(cases)

F stageF1:F2:F3:F4 22:5:1:2(cases)

Therapy

PEG-IFN:PEG-IFN+RBV:TVR+PEG-

IFN+RBV:SMV+PEG-IFN+RBV

2:8:14:6 (cases)

EfficancySVR:relapse:cassation 27:2:1 (cases)

PEG-IFN:PEG interferon, RBV: ribavirin,TVR: telaprevir, SMV: simeprevir, y.o.: years old
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Fig. 1　Transition of fibrosis makers from pretreatment to SVR or to post-treatment
(a) The median LFI significantly declined after achieving SVR (p=0.0003). (b) The median 
FIB-4 index was not significantly different after achieving SVR (p=0.0543). (c) The me-
dian APRI significantly declined after achieving SVR (p<0.0001). (d) The median type IV 
collagen 7S domain was not significantly different after IFN therapy (p=0.5). (e) The me-
dian P-3-P was not significantly different after IFN therapy (p=0.0938). 

Fig. 2　Long-term transition of LFI before and after treatment of IFN-based therapy
The median LFI significantly declined after achieving SVR (p=0.0013). After one year 
(P=0.0006), the median LFI declined, but was not significant (p=0.2344). 
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3). In the PNALT group, the LFI at pretreat-
ment and at the time SVR was detected were 
2.61 and 1.88, showing a significant improve-
ment (p=0.0234). However, the APRI did not 
change significantly (0.46 to 0.37; p=0.2813).

Discussion

 After achieving SVR, hepatocellular carci-
noma development is suppressed,14 but severe 
fibrosis is the risk factor for carcinogenesis.15 
Sequentially evaluating liver fibrosis is also 
important to make a reasonable period of 
cancer screening after achieving SVR. In this 
study, both LFI and APRI showed significant 
improvement in patients who achieved SVR. 
RTE findings showed significant improve-
ment regardless of the ALT levels. However, 

APRI showed improvement only in the group 
with elevated pretreatment ALT levels. APRI 
is influenced by inflammation because it 
takes into account AST levels. Therefore, the 
diagnosability for the patients after achiev-
ing SVR is low because it was devised as the 
marker for evaluating fibrosis in patients 
with chronic hepatitis. We consider RTE as 
the best modality for sequentially evaluating 
liver fibrosis without being influenced by in-
flammation. In our study, the LFI correctly 
reflected the transition of fibrosis with SVR 
in patients who received IFN-based treatment 
and achieved SVR. 
 The FIB-4 index, and type IV collagen and 
P-3-P levels could also reflect liver fibrosis 
in untreated patients with CHC, but they 
did not show significant improvement after 

Fig. 3　Transition of LFI from pretreatment to SVR 
(a) Group of raising ALT: The median LFI significantly declined after achieving SVR 
(p=0.0265). (b) Group of raising ALT: The median APRI significantly declined after 
achieving SVR (p=0.0234). (c) Group of PNALT: The median LFI significantly declined 
after achieving SVR (p<0.0001). (d) Group of PNALT: The median APRI was not signifi-
cantly different after achieving SVR (p=0.2813).
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treatment. FIB-4 index was simple and easy, 
but could not diagnose fibrosis in patients 
who achieved SVR because it was devised 
as the marker for evaluating fibrosis in pa-
tients with chronic hepatitis. In addition, it 
is influenced by physiological factors, such as 
Plt and transaminase; thus, it cannot reflect 
liver fibrosis alone. Serum P-3-P levels are el-
evated when inflammation in the liver causes 
fibrogenesis. They are a better marker of ac-
tive fibrogenesis and inflammation than an 
indicator of the extent of fibrosis.16 However, 
serum P-3-P levels are influenced by not only 
liver fibrosis but also other organic fibrogen-
esis.17 Type IV collagen is one of the major 
constituents of the basement membrane and 
is deposited in the fibrotic liver. The serum 
levels of type IV collagen increase in patients 
with chronic viral liver disease and correlate 
with the histological degree of liver fibrosis. 
Therefore, the measurement of serum frag-
ment of type IV collagen is useful as an in-
dicator of liver fibrosis.18 However, it is in-
fluenced by not only liver fibrosis but also 
hyperthyroidism, not specific to liver fibro-
sis.17 
 Antiviral therapy has advanced dramati-
cally, and with the advent of direct-acting 
antivirals, eliminating virus at a high rate, 
even if cirrhosis of the liver, has become pos-
sible. However, patients with CHC for anti-
viral treatment aged, and their livers have a 
high carcinogenic risk with severe fibrosis. 
The biggest advantage of RTE over liver bi-
opsy is its noninvasiveness and ability to be 
performed sequentially. We consider that se-
quentially performing RTE for patients with 
CHC under treatment and after achieving 
SVR is useful when planning screening tests 
corresponding to the risk of carcinogenesis.

Conclusions

 RTE accurately evaluates liver fibrosis and 
is not influenced by inflammation. Hence, it 
is useful in the sequential evaluation of liver 
fibrosis in a noninvasive manner in patients 
with CHC and has the potential to replace liv-
er biopsy for this purpose.
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